North Texas Federal Delegation
117th Congress

US House of Representatives
- Van Taylor (R), CD 3
- Pat Fallon* (R), CD 4
- Lance Gooden (R), CD 5
- Ron Wright (R), CD 6
- August Pfluger* (R), CD 11
- Kay Granger (R), CD 12
- Ronny Jackson* (R), CD 13
- Beth Van Duyne* (R), CD 24
- Roger Williams (R), CD 25
- Michael Burgess (R), CD 26
- Eddie Bernice Johnson (D), CD 30
- Colin Allred (D), CD 32
- Marc Veasey (D), CD 33

US Senators
- John Cornyn (R)
- Ted Cruz (R)

*Denotes Newly Elected Member